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Abstract

Adult bone diseases, especially osteoporosis, lead to increased risk of fracture associated with 

substantial morbidity, mortality, and financial costs. Clinically, osteoporosis is defined by low 

bone mineral density (BMD); however, increasing evidence suggests that the micro-architectural 

quality of trabecular bone (TB) is an important determinant of bone strength and fracture risk. 

Accurate measurement of trabecular thickness and marrow spacing is of significant interest for 

early diagnosis of osteoporosis or treatment effects. Here, we present a new robust algorithm for 

computing TB thickness and marrow spacing at a low resolution achievable in vivo. The method 

uses a star-line tracing technique that effectively deals with partial voluming effects of in vivo 
imaging where voxel size is comparable to TB thickness. Experimental results on cadaveric ankle 

specimens have demonstrated the algorithm’s robustness (ICC>0.98) under repeat scans of multi-

row detector computed tomography (MD-CT) imaging. It has been observed in experimental 

results that TB thickness and marrow spacing measures as computed by the new algorithm have 

strong association (R2 ∈{0.85, 0.87}) with TB’s experimental mechanical strength measures.

Index Terms

Trabecular bone thickness; marrow spacing; star line tracing; multi-row detector CT; bone 
biomechanics

1. INTRODUCTION

Adult bone diseases, especially osteoporosis, lead to increased risk of fracture associated 

with substantial morbidity, mortality, and financial costs [1]. Approximately, 30% of 

postmenopausal white women in the United States suffer from osteoporosis [2] and the 

prevalence in Europe and Asia is similar. Clinically, osteoporosis is defined by low bone 

mineral density (BMD) [1]. However, increasing evidence suggests that micro-architectural 

quality of trabecular bone (TB) is an important determinant of bone strength and fracture 

risk [3–6]. Trabecular bone or spongy bone form a dense network of bone plates and rods 

and it dominates in the vertebrae and at locations near the joints of long bones (metaphysis 

and epiphysis). Bone atrophy as it occurs in osteoporosis, leads to either homogeneous or 

heterogeneous thinning of the trabecular elements. Besides changes in TB network 

connectivity and topology, TB thickness and marrow spacing between trabeculae play 
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critical roles in determining the mechanical competence of bone and thus resistance to 

osteoporotic fractures [7]. Thus an accurate and robust in vivo method for computing TB 

thickness and marrow spacing measures is of significant interest in osteoporosis imaging 

research.

The classical approach of measuring trabecular thickness is based on histomorphometry of 

transiliac bone biopsies [8]. The emergence of imaging technologies such as micro 

computed tomography (μ-CT) [9] enables reconstruction of high resolution three-

dimensional (3-D) images calling for more elaborate techniques for computing TB 

thickness. Recently, in vivo multi-row detector CT (MD-CT) has become a promising 

modality for high quality TB imaging at peripheral sites [10–12] that avoids the problems of 

invasive bone biopsies. Therefore, an accurate and robust measure of TB thickness and 

marrow spacing that may be computed via in vivo MD-CT imaging would be useful as an 

effective indicator of quantitative bone quality for clinical trials evaluating fracture risks 

under different clinical conditions.

Several methods have been reported [13–16] toward computing TB thickness and marrows 

spacing. Hildebrand et al. [13] presented a model-independent binary approach involving 

inscribing spheres into the target TB structure where trabecular thickness at any location is 

computed as the diameter of the largest inscribed sphere containing that location. This 

approach is well suited for high-resolution images that can easily be segmented but is bound 

to fail when significant partial voluming is present. Saha et al. [14] overcome this issues of 

partial voluming at low resolution in TB thickness computation by introducing the use of 

fuzzy distance transform. Star volume has been developed and used as the method for TB 

marrow spacing measure [15] [16]. It is defined as the mean volume of all parts of an object 

that can be seen un-obscured from a random point within the target object.

Here, we introduce a star-line based algorithm for an accurate and robust measure of TB 

thickness and marrow spacing at in vivo resolution in the presence of significant partial 

voluming. Reproducibility of the method is examined under repeat scan MD-CT imaging 

and under random changes in skeletal point locations. Finally, the ability of the two MD-CT 

derived measures to predict TB’s experimental strengths are evaluated and the results are 

presented.

2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

The new thickness computation method is applicable to a fuzzy representation of any object 

where the membership value at an image voxel is interpreted as partial occupancy of the 

target object within the voxel or the local object density. Depending on the current 

application, the algorithm will be applied on TB bone images where the value at a voxel p 
represents the bone volume fraction (BVF) at that voxel and it is denoted as (p). MD-CT 

imaging acquires data in the Hounsfield unit and these numbers are converted to BVF 

measures using average MD-CT values in three calibration rods in the INTable™ phantom. 

The Calibration Phantom contains concentrations of 0, 75 and 150 mg/cm3 of calcium 

hydroxyapatite homogeneously (CaHA) blended into the CT-Water™ compound. The 
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marrow spacing between individual trabeculae is computed from marrow volume fraction 

image (MVF) derived from BVF as:

In the following, first, we present the theory and algorithm for thickness computation 

followed by description of different TB measures and experimental plans and methods.

2.1. Theory and algorithms

The new thickness computation method consists of two major modules – (1) computation of 

local thickness at axial points and (2) inheritance of local thickness value at a non-axial 

point from the nearest axial point. Let us consider a binary object 0 ⊂ R3. A point p ⊂ 0 is 

an axial point in 0 if there is a maximally included ball of 0 that is centered at p. At an axial 
point p ∈ 0, the thickness of 0 at p is the diameter of the maximally included ball of 0 
centered at p [17]; let us denote the ball as Bmax(p) and its diameter as dmax(p). Now, 

consider all possible intercepts of 0 that pass through the axial point p; denoted as Πo(p). It 

may be shown that the following theorem is true and the premise of our thickness 

computation is built on this theorem:

Theorem 1—The diameter of the maximally included ball Bmax(p) in 0 centered at an axial 

point p is equal to the length of the shortest intercept of O passing through p, i.e.,

The new algorithm is designed to achieve an approximate measure of the term 

 in the above equation and it is solved using a star-line tracing approach. It 

may be noted that the above theorem is true for axial points only. Therefore, the thickness 

values are directly computed at axial points using a star-line approach and then these values 

are propagated to non-axial points using a nearest neighbor feature propagation algorithm 

[18].

The star-line based thickness computation algorithm is performed by locally tracing an 

object along m pairs of mutually opposite sample lines emanating from a candidate point . 

These sample lines are selected at a pseudo uniform distribution over the entire 3-D angular 

space [19]. For all experiments reported in this paper, we used 89 pairs of sample lines at an 

approximate angular separation of 15° between every two neighboring sample lines. The 

extent of the target fuzzy object (BVF representation of TB network for the current 

application) along an individual sample line is determined by integrating object membership 

values (here, BVF) at sample points along the specific sample line until the sample line 

enters into background, i.e. the object membership at the last sample point reaches to the 

value of zero. The local extent of the object along each sample line is recorded (Figure 1a). 

For each pair of opposite sample lines, local intercept length for the target object along the 

specific direction is determined by adding the object extent lengths along the two opposite 

directions. So far, the method provides m possible object intercept lengths along the m 
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different directions of sample line pairs. Finally, following Theorem 1, thickness of the 

target object at the candidate point p (red dot in Figure 1a) is computed at the shortest 

(orange line segment in Figure 1a) among the m different object intercept lengths along 

different directions. Once, the thickness values are computed at all axial locations, i.e., 

skeletal points [18] using the above algorithm, thickness values at non-axial points are 

inherited from the nearest axial points using the feature propagation algorithm introduced in 

[18]. Trabecular bone thickness value at a given point p is denoted as THB(p). The thickness 

computation algorithm may be summarized in the following three steps:

Step 1Computation of the surface skeleton S [18] for the TB structure B, where B is set of 

all voxels with nonzero BVF value.

Step 2Computation of TB thickness THB(p) at all skeletal points p ∈ S using the star-line 

based algorithm described above.

Step 3Computation of TB thickness THB(p) at all non-skeletal points p ∈ 0−S by 

inheriting the local TB thickness THB (p) from the nearest skeletal voxel [18].

In the above algorithm, Step 1 is accomplished using the surface skeletonization algorithm 

by Saha et al. [18, 20]. Step 2 is accomplished as described above while the feature 

propagation in Step 3 is accomplished using the classical algorithm introduced in [18].

Computation of marrow spacing SPM(p) between individual trabeculae (Figure 1b) is 

performed using the same algorithm except that marrow volume fraction or MVF map is 

used instead of BVF map. Finally, two TB measures, namely, TB thickness (THB) and 

marrow spacing (SPM) are computed over a target volume-of-interest (VOI) as follows:

Besides the two TB micro-architectural measures, average BMD over the VOI V was 

computed as described in [18].

2.4. Experimental plans and methods

Experiments were designed to examine – (1) accuracy, (2) reproducibility, and (3) ability of 

the new TB thickness and marrows measures to predict TB strength. All experiments were 

performed on 15 fresh-frozen human cadaveric ankle specimens harvested from 11 body 

donors under the Deeded Body Program at the University of Iowa. The following sequential 

steps were applied on each specimen – (1) MD-CT imaging, (2) image processing, and (3) 

mechanical testing. All ankle specimens were kept frozen until the performance of MD-CT 

imaging.

High resolution MD-CT scans of distal tibia were acquired at the Iowa Comprehensive Lung 

Imaging center, University of Iowa on a 128 slice SOMATOM Definition Flash scanner at 

120 kV, 200 effective mAs, and reconstructed at 0.2 mm slice thickness using a U70u kernel 

achieving high spatial resolution. Three repeat MD-CT scans of each distal tibia specimen 

were acquired after repositioning the specimen on CT table before each scan.
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TB MD-CT images were converted into BVF images using the INTable™ Calibration 

Phantom as discussed earlier and were resampled at 150 μm isotropic voxel. These 

resampled BVF images were used for computation of average BMD, THB, and SPM over a 

target VOI.

To determine TB strength, a cylindrical TB core with 8 mm in diameter and 20.9 ± 3.3 mm 

in length was cored from distal tibia in situ along the proximal-distal direction. Each TB 

core was mechanically tested in compression using an electromechanical materials testing 

machine. To minimize specimen end effects, strain was measured with a 6 mm gage length 

extensometer attached directly to the midsection of the bone. A compressive preload of 10 N 

was applied and strains then set to zero. At a strain rate of 0.005 sec−1, each specimen was 

preconditioned to a low strain with at least ten cycles and then loaded to failure. Yield stress 

was determined as the intersection of the stress-strain curve and a 0.2% strain offset of the 

modulus.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results of TB thickness measures for three specimens with different experimental 

mechanical strengths are shown in Figure 2. An 8% difference in BMD from the strong bone 

(a) to the weak bone (c) leads to a 70% loss in bone strength and manifests into 20% 

reduction in TB thickness while 42% increase in marrow spacing measure. This observation 

supports that TB thickness and marrow spacing are highly sensitivity to bone degeneration.

3.1. Robustness analysis

Two different experiments were under taken to assess the robustness of the new method. The 

first experiment was designed to examine robustness of the method under errors in skeletal 

location. For this purpose, each computed skeletal voxel [18] was randomly replaced by its 

3×3×3 neighbor and then Steps 2 and 3 of thickness computation algorithm were followed. 

Under this experiment each image points is considered as a test instance generated from 

MD-CT images of fifteen ankle specimens. The mean and standard deviation of errors in TB 

thickness computation was 8% and 6%, respectively. The mean error was reduced to 3% 

when average thickness value over 1 mm3 was used.

The second experiment was conducted to examine repeat MD-CT scan reproducibility of the 

method. Figure 3 illustrates color-coded TB thickness map over a matching volume in three 

repeat MD-CT-scan data of distal tibia. For quantitative analyses, ten spherical VOIs of same 

radius were randomly selected in the first MD-CT scan of each specimen above the position 

8 mm proximal to the distal endplate leading to a total of 150 VOIs. Post-registration 

algorithm was used to locate the matching VOIs in the second and third repeat scan data. It 

is obvious that the result of reproducibility analysis depends on the scale of VOI with larger 

VOI showing better reproducibility. In order to find out the relationship between the 

reproducibility performance and the scale of VOI, 11 different sizes of VOI in diameter were 

used for our experiment and the results are presented in Figure 4. It is observed in the figure 

that at a VOI diameter of 3.45 mm or greater, the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) 

exceeded the value of 0.95 suggesting that the measure is highly robust for assessing 

regional bone alteration.
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3.2. Predicting bone strength

In order to examine the ability of TB thickness and marrow spacing computed by the new 

method to predict bone strength, a linear correlation analysis between each of the two 

measures and the TB’s experimental yield stress was performed. The image-based measures 

were computed over a cylindrical VOI with its axis aligned to that of distal tibia and its 

length and position were selected as per the data recorded during specimen preparation and 

mechanical testing. The results of correlation analysis between yield stress and each of the 

two TB measures are shown in Figure 5. The R2 value of of the linear correlation between 

BMD and TB yield stress was observed as 0.79. Both TB thickness and marrow spacing 

measures have demonstrated better strength to predict TB’s yield stress as compared to 

BMD.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new thickness computation algorithm for fuzzy digital 

objects and have investigated its role in computing TB thickness and marrow spacing 

measures through MD-CT imaging under an in vivo condition. Results of a comprehensive 

study on fifteen cadaveric ankle specimens evaluating the new method are presented. 

Observed results have demonstrated satisfactory repeat scan reproducibility of method. TB 

thickness and marrow spacing measures have demonstrated higher ability to predict 

trabecular bone’s experimental mechanical properties under an in vivo condition. Currently, 

we are investigating the role of the new method in characterizing different groups of human 

subjects with different clinical status of bone health.
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Figure 1. 
Illustration of star line-based TB thickness and marrow spacing computation. (a) Candidate 

point (red), star lines (blue), edge locations (purple) and shortest intercept (orange) in TB 

thickness computation. (b) Same as (a) but for marrow spacing.
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Figure 2. 
Illustration of the TB thickness and marrow spacing measures for three different TB 

specimens – (a) strong (yield stress: 11.5 MPa), (b) moderate (7.1 MPa) and (c) weak (3.4 

MPa).
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Figure 3. 
Illustration of reproducibility of TB thickness measure under three repeat MD-CT scans (a–

c). Specimens were repositioned on the CT table before each repeat scan.
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Figure 4. 
Illustration of repeat MD-CT scan ICC values at different VOI diameters. At a VOI diameter 

of 3.45 mm or greater, the ICC value exceeded the mark of 0.95.
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Figure 5. 
Ability of different TB measures to predict bone strength shown in terms of R2 values of 

linear correlation between yield stress and each of THB (a) and SPM (b).
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